Spanish Language Certificate Overview
Spanish is a critically important global language you can use home and abroad, for work, travel and socializing. With nearly 400,000,000 Spanish speakers worldwide and a growing number in the US, the ability to speak Spanish may provide you greater job opportunities, aid you on your next trip abroad or lead to new friendships in your own neighborhood. Develop an awareness and appreciation of Spanish and Latino cultures as you open the door to a world of opportunities.

The Spanish Language Certificate Program will provide you with the opportunity to:

- Learn Spanish speaking, listening, writing and reading skills.
- Gain useful conversation skills you can use in real-life situations and practice them in a stress-free learning environment.
- Become familiar with Spanish and Latin American cultures.
- Learn specific phrases and vocabulary for business, travel or social services.

Please fill out the following information to start the Spanish Certificate Program:

Name _________________________________________
Address _________________________________________
_________________________________________
Phone _________________________________________
Email _________________________________________
Enrollment date_______________________________

Please indicate courses completed at the UWM School of Continuing Education:

Spanish I II III IV V VI Electives- ________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Other prior Spanish experience:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________